A circus atmosphere will take over Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity tomorrow night as the house holds its annual Circus Party. The party, to begin at 8 P.M. at 188 Quincy Street, is open to everyone with their dates.

The lower half of the house will be decorated to simulate a circus Big Top. A surprise feature of the party will illustrate the event, and a bark is stationed on the lawn; the barker will be Larry Widigen, '63. Inside the house there will be a game with a "monkey" hesitate and sov-

And liquid refreshments will be abundantly provided. Although couples are not required to come in special costume, many partygoers will be dressed for the event.

No formal sideboards have been planned since most of the couples are expected to provide their own entertainments. But one of the members of Sig Ep has promised to "hack around" in a gorilla suit, and several MIT Administrations including Dean Fassett have promised to drop in and add to the festivities.

Housemaster System to Expand, says Dean Fassett
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ment of the house, avoiding the necessity of an Institute appropriation. The plan of student-faculty contact was begun in 1951. While faculty couples began living in Burton, Baker, and Murnoe. Prior to that, faculty couples have promised to come in special costume, many partygoers will be dressed for the event.
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